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2 Correct Label?

A classroom te her ofterAinds herself asking three queltions re-
gaedina a pupil wh is having difficulty with reading:

,

What is wrong wit this pupil?
What do I Fell t e child's parents? .

How do I each this pupil?

Labeling

Recau e the teacher cares, she asks the experts; not realizing that
the answer she receives may only reflect the evaluatoi's clinical bias
in which case it may not lead to a match between' the. child's needs and
the most appropriate teaching strategies'. What to one diagnostician is
dyslexia may be minim 1 brain dysfunction to another or, perhaps, a
visual -motor intearati n problem. The label usually suggests a pat
treatment. This treat ent most often represents a global approach to
the child and implies that there i5 a precise treatbent which works for

children Who exhibit a certain set of symptoms. This has not proved
to/be true. "Labels are for jelly jars" seems to sum up the efficacy
of this approb,ch to children with learning problems. 4

f

The negative aspects of labelina seem to far outweigh the positive.
A few' of these are:

1) There is no agreement on identification criteria. .

2) The ,various categories are not discrete; they have much in common.
3) The emphasis is on how the child is,different, rather than on his

t.renaths.
4) There,is the possibility of viewing these normal children's develop-

ment as abnormal:
5) The label implies a,unidimensional problem, when in faCt it.is multi-

dimersional.
6') There, is the danger of misidentification.
7) The emphasis Ison defining special children, rather than special

needs.
8) Labeling stresses placement rather than programming.
9) The stigma of special class placement can be damaging.

10) Clinical diagnoses have not led to effective educational'intervention".
11) Labeling often leads to treatment based on the label, rather than

Oh tile (Child's unique needs.4
12) The label may produce a condition of se0=fulfilling prophecy.
13) The More'emphsi8 that 'is placed on what 'wrong with a child; the

more the. pattern is'established; '

14) A. label can become an excuse for not tE a well.
\

'The positive factqrs'associated with labeling are:

1) A label of learning diSabled, dyslexia, minimal bradn dysfunction,
and several others implies norrIll intelligenc.

2) Many parts find.security,in a lapel, espec011Tif it seems t
exonorate them from blame.. 4'.44

4

3) A lapel is frequently required to, receive serces.
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3 Correct Label?

However, there are alternatives tO these positive points which ob-
viate their need and seem preferable': Appropriate counseling of parents
can satisfy the first two without the necessity of a label. And the
trend is already beainning to move away from the latter point with the

*
advent of noncategorical special proarams.

,The answer to "What isy s,wrong with this pupil?" is, "Nothing i.
wrong." The majority of the children with readina problems are vulner-
able children. There is no defect, damage, or disease. ,Just'like all
of us, the readin6 disabled child has peaks and valleys of abilities
and characteristics. His unique pattern of abilities made him4vulnerable.

Thus, it is important to identify the- condition, not label the child.
the can deal with.the condition or difficulty; the label doe not lend
itself to,effectina change. For example; the child is not learnina
disabled ( a label we equate with the child), he is having &reading pro-
blem. The child is not dyslexic, rather he tends to jumble the sequence
of letters as he reads or spells. He is not distractible or hyperactive,
hP has trouble attendina to a task or sitting in his peat. These are
specific behaviors and behaviors can be chanaed.

Counseling Parents

.A parent may well ask, "If there is nothing wrong with my child,
why did he fail to learn?" The answer may be that the child is thd vicr
tim of a teaching disability, not a learning disability. Due to his
vulnerability, which' results from his unique pattern of strenaths and
weaknesses, he may havebeen unable to respond to the way his teacher
taught reading. This child may merely learn in a way that is different
from the way the majority in the classTOom learn to read. The match
between methboloay and strenaths was right for those who learned; the
match was not right fOr the one who did not learn. For example, he may
not easily distinguish sound differences or be able to blend the sounds
he ran produce in isolation; therefore a readina program based on a
synthPticphi?nicS approach would be particularly troublesome for him.
On the other hand visual memory may be an area of relative weakness for
the child; therefore the sight approach, basic to the teaching style of
many teachers using basal readers, may be his stumbling block. The
.visual disdrimination of minimal differences in words may.seem impossi
to the child; thus linauistic materials be&pme his nemesis. Another
child may be unsuccessful in-reading due to eye-hand coordination pr -
blems which deter him from keeping pace with the pencil and paper do ands
of a .reading program. Had the match between the child's strengths and
the to china strateay'been riaht, his vulnerability Would have gore un-
notic, as do. many potentiaA learning disabi\lity cases.

A

A natural tendenCy is for parents' to want to rid themselves of-
auilt. They may bl,ame one another, the child, his teachers, the school

6 administration, 'or their family doctor. Familiar, but, fruitless, com-
plaints are,'!His mother babies him," "He could do better, if he tried,"
and "He had a pobr tirst arade teacher."

. Teachers and parents wonder if it is their fault. This results in
anxiety, auilt, and anger, all feelings which get in the way of support -.
inch the child.

4



4 Correct LabeV

In actuality no one is responsible for the child's different way
of learninc, for individual differences are inherited. These individual
differences may be the result of the developmental time table he'in-
herited. Among children of the same chronological and mental ages, there
are those who are significantly more capable with respect to auditory
discrimination, while others have relative strengths in noting minimal
visual diffeorences, and still others can control a pencil better than
the rest.

A difference, if channeled appropriately, can actually be a plus.
t is not unusual for the child who exhibits a learning problem in

school to be the one whose mental functioning is too plasticthe facts
do not stick. He dbes poorly on the. Information and Arithmetic sections
of the WISC as compared to his performance on Comprehension and Simila-
rities where more creativity and flexibility are rewarded.A,Are not
these reasoning abilities mere valuable in the long run than a headful
of facts? The result of this intellectual difference or plasticity
when properly channeled may be a more flexible and creative human being.
Children whohave experienced learning difficulties in school are often
more sensitive than those to whom learning came easi]y. They are also
often more interesting and exciting because they have learned to cope.

"Whit is the prognosis?" Margaret Rawson's book, Developmental
Language Disability (1), and Lloyd Thompson's article, "Language Disabi-
lities in Men of Eminence." (2), suggest that bright children with learn-
'ina problems can be very Successful adults. The commonskfactor among
all those with'school learning problems who later became successful adults
is that there was always someone in the individual's background who had
faith in him.

,Parental support of the child with learning problems is a crucial
factor.. The supAprt of a father, particularly, can be a primary factor
in a child's succ'ss. Emphasis at home on the child's strengths is
essential to maintaining a positive feeling of self worth. His accom-
plishmPnts should be appreciated and he shouldNbe helped to cope with
his individual differences. He must be accepted as he is and never made
to feel that he is disappointing his.parents.

Keys to success in the home for the child with learning problems'
are similar to,those which are the foundation for success ih school.
TI-Xse are individualization, order, routine, and consistency.

Teaching The Pupil

There are two basic approaches to working with the child who ex-,
hibits difficulty in reading. 'Ope approach is to attempt to change the
child, another is to change the learning environment. f

Changing the child often suggests teaching to the symptoms a child
exhibits. For example, if a child who is unable to read also has never
learned to skip, is awkward in running, and cannot keep his balance.
while hopping oti one foot, it may be felt that the child must have prac-
tice in perfecting motor skills in order td4 be ready to respond to
reading instruction. Other theories may suggest that a more secure
orientation to the physjcal universe or a relearning of stages of motor

5
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learning 'L a prerequisite to the alleviati* of academic problems.
'Research pc-larding strategies to deNielop motor skill$, and thereby ti
prove aca emic learning, has produced little.conclusIkre evidence tO
indiratP t' at motor programs resulftin significant alCademic gains./
Similar re,Parch'findings are reported regarding programs for vis al
pdrreption training, memory improvement, 'auditory discrimination ra nn
inn, and of er proorams.directed toward improving characteristic'sjtht
coexist ,wit poor reading.

It appe rs that if improved skill in reading is the goal, then
reading skills are what should be taught. The child bas already ex
-periPnred di ficulty undet previous (and current) instruction, so is
obvious that .ore ch-anges in the learning environment are neede

The implication is clear. The tea`cher.'s benchmark must be, " e
is all I. can c ange." The essential foundation is "I love you,'" hough
the "side PffP ts" from,the difficulties in learning make somefof these
children far f om lovable. Unless they are sure the teacher cares for
them and'acc4pt them as-they are, they may be afraid to risk tr inq
again:

The magic i gredient in any successful remediation program, then,
is a super teach r% She must combine certain essential traits r the
prognosis for the children with whom she works is poor regardless of
methods Or materials used.

This super to cher must be perceptive '.to feelings, not 11 tening
so much to what the Irhild is saying, as to the message behind he words.
"This paper is dum " may mean "I'm afraid I'll fail." Flexib'Iity is
Pssential. A leach r does not_have the right to use favorite methods,
she must use what, b st meets the child's needs. .Organizatio on the
part of the teacher is her survival technique and also assur s that she
will not waste the hild's time--he cannot afford it. She st be one,
who doss not talk to much, rather listens, demonstrates, a d leads

.,pupils to discover

r
The teacher's attitude in a number of crucial areas an help the

child over many hurdl s. An optimistic outlook, viewing er charges
asbrioht children who can overcome their difficulties, s a place to
berin. ShP must be 1 ve that the child wants to learn ather that look

1\

for excuses such as 'H 's lazy" or "What else can we xpect. with his
background ?" If she p ojects that teaching is an ex iting venture, her
pupils are likely to\b oin to view learning in the aple light. And in
all derision making, w at is best for the child mu .t come before what,
is convenient for the t acher. °

A teacher of child en.with reading or learning problems should
have an extensive bac)q ound in language arts, articularly with res-
pect to the skills, approaches, and materials propriate for teaching
reading on the primaryllvvkls. Based on exper ence, the teacher should
have formed precise obeotives for each grade level.

Diagnostic teaching s the teacher's mist valuable strategy.
Throuoh diagnostic teachi q lessons she ass sses the child's appropriate,
instructional level and ';h s optimal pace o learning, as well as the ap
proaches and materials that-best lead the child to mastery of specific
skills. Specific reading bjectives may e divided into-four broad
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categories: sight vocabulary, decoding skills, meaning, and study'skills.
As\I§ssons without objebtives lead to aimless eachinq, -objectives for
each lesson should be specifically stated in t rms of what the learner
will e able to do and the child should be to d what the objective is
and w reaching it fits into the goal 41of his becoming a better reader.
G4tt p.the pupil to believe it ie worthwhile to learn something is
half the battle.. It isalso important to as ess the value of each par-
ticulg\objective in relation to the pupil's overall needs. For example,
how crxtical is it that he be able to place csent marks accurately?

ASs.the teacher teaches diagnostically, /she should take detailed
notes toguide her 'in teaching the next day. .What .does the pupil do
when he cotes to an Unknown word? When given assistance by the teacher,
what strategies seem to work best for him? What level of comprehension
questions Can he handle? D'o word,meanings givehim trouble? Can he
use context to decode,and to discover meanings? ,Is he actively involved
in the story,; ?, P

Various VJ1aterials should be tried: linguistic t xts, basal readers,
experience stories, reading laboratories, skill builderS, high interest- -
low vocabulary trade books, individualized programs, phonics-emphasis
programs, etc. Do not duplicate the methods and ma erials from the
situation in which the pupil failed. Remedial proc dures and materials
should be .distinctive. The teacher should be const ntly analyzi 1:
approaches enable the pupil to achieve each objecti e most efficiently?
Is reinforcement through.several modalities benefi ial? Which approathes
does the child feel"'help him-most? Use what workg

Strategies that work are,those which harmonize the curriculum with
'the unique competencies, needs, and interests of each pupil. They arb
strategies that base teaching o an assessment of learning style (i.e.,
compulsive, undisciplined, inhi ited, etc.) and learning'skills.

In summary, unnecessary components of a remediation, program are
formal tests, labels, and progra s which teach to symptoms that often
accompany reading problems.

The ingredients of a successful remediation program are:'

a) a super teacher who can create a special interpersonal rela-
tionship with a child, organize a structured diagnostic teaching
environment,and, from her vast knowledge regarding a variety
of reading methods and materials, select the best fit for tie
child.

b) parents who have been counseled o'u.nderstand their child's,
learning difference,' who understand that it is a long road ba'ck
for the childwith a reading prob]m, and who have faith in
and offer unwavering slat-p, ort to their child.
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